WETTING OF CLIP DETAIL

STEP #1

- Apply a continuous bead of Tube Buylt or 3/32" x 3/8" roll tape sealant underneath clip flange.

STEP #2

- Apply a continuous bead of Tube Buylt or 3/32" x 3/8" roll tape sealant along top of male leg and clip.

BEAD OF TUBE BUYLTL OR 3/32" X 3/8" ROLL TAPE SEALANT CONT. ALONG TOP OF MALE LEG AND OVER TOP OF CLIP

BEAD OF TUBE BUYLTL SEALANT @ EACH CLIP

INSTALLER NOTE:

If panels are to be curved, then installer is responsible for applying the 3/32" x 3/8" roll tape sealant. If panels are being used in a flat application, customer can request factory-applied sealant.